The chiral symmetry breaking in the 4-dimensional QED with the chirally invariant four-fermion interaction is discussed by using a novel path integral expression in terms of the field-strength tensor. In the local potential approximation, we find that the chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken for any nonzero gauge and four-fermion couplings on the tree level of an auxiliary field σ. The present approach allows us to easily include higher orders of the gauge coupling so that the effective potential up to the sixth order is obtained.
Introduction
The standard model of elementary particles has had good agreement with experiments, in which masses of quarks and leptons are generated by the Yukawa interactions with the Higgs bosons. There, however, have been no experimental observations of the Higgs boson, and moreover, there is a theoretical problem of the "naturalness." Therefore models without any elementary scalars have been considered [1, 2] as effective field theories to understand the origin of fermion masses: Those are generated dynamically through the interaction which is suppressed by inverse powers of a high energy scale Λ, at energies much below it, that is, g 2 Λ 2 ∼ O(1). It is called the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model [3] and has been generalized to the one with the gauge interaction [4] :
Although, in this model, nonperturbative approaches such as the Schwinger-Dyson equation with the ladder approximation [5, 6] or renormalization group [7] give a nontrivial phase structure for chiral symmetry in a plane of gauge and four-fermi couplings, they suffer from gauge dependence. In the perturbative framework the inversion method [8] does give a gauge-independent result [9] , higher order calculations are tough tasks.
If we employ the perturbative effective action approach to the problem of chiral symmetry breaking(χSB), there is some room for improvement or simplification of the calculation from two viewpoints: (i) In view of the nonperturbative renormalization group approach [7] , the critical behavior is successfully described in the local potential approximation: taking the lowest order of derivative expansion in the effective action. We, therefore, expect that it could also be good in the perturbative calculation. (ii) After integrating with respect to matter (fermionic) fields the result must be gauge invariant, that is, be written as a functional of the field-strength tensor F µν . Therefore it is preferable to rewrite the functional integral of the gauge potential A µ into that of F µν . This could be a great help to the gauge-invariant calculation.
Indeed in the lattice gauge theory, a change of variables from gauge potentials to field strengths has been given [10] , whose recipe, however, is specialized to the lattice. In the continuum theory, the field-strength formulation has already been proposed [11] . It is, however, based on the special choice of gauge-the coordinate gauge x µ A µ = 0, which cannot fix the gauge at the origin and moreover yields complicated fermionic currents with line integrals in the lagrangian.
In this article we give a perturbative and gauge-independent method for calculating the dynamical fermion mass under the local potential approximation. Inclusion of higher orders of the gauge coupling constant is simpler in this method. We use the functional integration not as a method simply reproducing perturbative diagrams systematically, but as "integration" with nice features: Changing variables and introducing auxiliary variables can easily be made. We first construct a Euclidean path integral expression in terms of the gauge field strength for the gauge sector with a conserved source J µ : We start from the canonical formalism for quantization and find a suitable change of variables, which is the contents of Sec. 2. Second, in Sec. 3 the fermionic partition function, minimally coupled to the gauge potential, in the local potential approximation is obtained by introducing auxiliary fields and by utilizing the Fock-Schwinger proper-time method [12, 13] . At last combining the above two partition functions and integrating with respect to the gauge field strength to obtain an effective potential of the dynamical fermion mass. The final Sec. 4 is devoted to a discussion.
Functional Integral in terms of the Field Strength
In this section we construct a Euclidean path integral expression in 4-dimensional abelian gauge theory coupled to a conserved current J µ , based on the canonical formalism [14] ,
In order to show the gauge independence manifestly we fix the gauge in terms of an arbitrary real function φ µ (x) satisfying [14, 15] 
the gauge fixing condition is [14] 
which is satisfied by
for an arbitrary A µ (x). Here we take a φ µ (x) whose support is 3-dimensional and spacelike:
If it were not for this restriction, A µ (x; φ) in Eq. (2.4) is nonlocal in time, so that we cannot follow the canonical procedure. (Here and hereafter repeated indices i, j, k, etc., imply the summation over 1 to 3.) The relation (2.4) turns into
where
and the time argument has been omitted. Hereafter we use an abbreviation like Eq. (2.9) for simplicity; all the functions of −i∇ including 1/|∇| and 1/∇ 2 should be understood in the momentum space representation.
The gauge-fixed variable A i (x; φ) must have two degrees of freedom out of three A i (x)'s, which can be singled out by considering the norm of the functional space
This matrix can be diagonalized as
where n
and form an orthonormal base obeying
In view of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12), genuine physical variables are given as
With these variables the action is
where [A(x; φ)] in the last line is given by
The Hamiltonian is written as
in terms of four dynamical variables, two A (α) (x)'s and their canonical conjugate momenta
where A 0 (x; φ) has been eliminated by
The field strengths are given as
Following the standard canonical procedure we obtain the path integral representation of the partition function
where A(τ, x; φ) is given by Eq. (2.17) with A(x; φ) → A(τ, x; φ),
and the periodic boundary condition
Our purpose is to rewrite the expression (2.24) of four variables Π α and A α into that of six variables E i and B i . In view of Eq. (2.14) quantities which are proportional To this end, we introduce ε and β with the aid of the delta functions in the functional measure,
The norm of the functional space is given by
We then arrived at the desired result
which is apparently free from the choice of f i (x) as expected.
To carry out the integration in the next section, it is convenient to introduce E i as
so that
Further introducing an auxiliary field ρ: 
and integrating with respect to ε α 's and β 3 , we obtain
This form with further changes of variables is used in the next section, where we regard the coefficients of the sources in Eq. (2.39) as gauge potentials:
Therefore field strengths are given as
so that 3 χSB in QED 4 with the chirally invariant fourfermion interaction
In this section, we consider fermionic system coupled minimally to the "gauge potentials" (2.40) and (2.41) with the chirally invariant four-fermion interaction. The partition function is
where the gauge coupling constant has been absorbed into A µ . Our scenario is as follows: introduce auxiliary fields to cancel the four-fermion interaction, and then integrate with respect to the fermionic fields and finally the gauge field strengths with the aid of the representation in the previous section. The result is a tree potential of the auxiliary field, with which we examine the dynamical mass generation of fermions. After introducing auxiliary fields σ and π, as usual, and integrating with respect to ψ and ψ, we have
Shifting as σ → m + σ ′ and π → π ′ and ignoring σ ′ and π ′ , we obtain the tree level potential of σ(m):
3)
The exponent of Eq. (3.3) must be a functional of the field strength F µν rather than A µ as far as a regularization preserves the gauge invariance. We here employ the local potential approximation: We adopt the lowest order of derivative expansion, that is, discard any terms with differentials like F µν E F µν , to obtain a polynomial of F µν . This approximation seems to be valid, since we are interested only in a low energy phenomena, the chiral symmetry breaking, where contributions from large p µ should be much less important.
The functional form of the effective action under this approximation can be obtained nonperturbatively by the Fock-Schwinger's proper time method [12, 13] :
5)
To evaluate the τ -integration in Eq. (3.4), we expand G(F ) as
We need some regularization: In order to reproduce the NJL result in the limit e → 0, we need an ultraviolet cutoff Λ which is introduced by a modification of the range of the τ -integration to [1/Λ 2 , ∞). However, this proper-time cutoff breaks the gauge invariance in the same way as the momentum-space cutoff, contrary to the dimensional regularization (D = 4−2ǫ). To overcome this difficulty, we employ both regularizations at the same time. We use the cutoff for the zeroth order in the gauge coupling, since it has nothing to do with gauge fields. While, for higher orders, the dimensional regularization is used 2 . The result is
and µ is a renormalization scale. [Note that E 1 (z) > 0 for any real z(> 0).] Recall that the gauge action is written as (−1/4e 2 bare )F µν F µν to define a renormalized charge such that
11)
2 If we adopt the dimensional regularization from the zeroth order we have a different critical coupling due to the lack of a quadratic term of the renormalization scale µ in the effective action. Compare two expressions of the zeroth order effective action, Eq. where the first term of the right-hand side is the bare part and Z 3 is the wave function renormalization constant. Now we turn our attention to the functional integration of the gauge field strength. The total partition function is given by combining Eq. (3.8) with the result in the preceding section:
(3.12) .42) and (2.43). All variables in Eq. (3.12) are F µν F µν and F µν F µν , so we can change the integration variables from β α and ρ to S, T , and U:
14)
from Eq. (2.44). As for F µν F µν , though it cannot be expressed by the total divergence any more, its expectation value in the space-time integral would vanish, 
where the first coefficients are normalization factors to cancel the Gaussian integration; dimensionless parameters, x = m 2 /Λ 2 , s = S/Λ 2 , etc. have been introduced; and
Introducing a polar coordinate (r,
and integrating with respect to θ and ϕ, we find
and O(r 8 ) terms in the exponent has been neglected. Let us first consider the lowest correction, up to the O(r 2 ) term. The r-integration is analytically performed to give
. The argument of the logarithm becomes negative at the Landau pole x = exp[3π/α(Λ)], but we do not care such a heavy fermion and thus assume that the argument is always positive. The stationary point x * defined by 1 4 ∂v(x) ∂x
should satisfy the stability condition 1 4
for which x * < e −1 ≃ 0.368 is a sufficient condition. To solve Eq. (3.27) we set a condition:
which is fulfilled if x < 1. × 10 −2 . (In the actual situation m ∼ 1 MeV and we should take Λ > 1 TeV, a lower bound of compositeness from experiments [16] , to give x < 10 −12 .) Under this condition Eq. (3.27) becomes
where we have used the expansion of E 1 (x) for x ≪ 1,
For α(Λ) = 0 there exists a nonvanishing solution only if G ≥ 1; therefore the critical coupling G c is 1. The solution for G ≃ 1 is
For α(Λ) > 0 the solution is obtained in two separate regions:
, (3.33) which is independent of α(Λ).
. 
g 2 is highly suppressed even at this scale (Λ ≃ 1 TeV). Now we include the higher order terms. We evaluate the r-integration with the WKB approximation; [P (x) + Q(x)]
where The final form of the partition function is
where Eq. (3.37) has been used. Differentiating this with respect to x gives us the gap equation, whose numerical solution is shown in Fig. 2 . In comparison with Fig. 1 , there is a large deviation in the region where both x = m 2 /Λ 2 and G = g 2 Λ 2 /4π 2 are small, and the mass is increased by higher order corrections.
2 ] and integrate with respect to the proper-time τ . The last task is to evaluate the triple integral of s, t, and u. In this article we employ the WKB approximation for it, which, however, cannot be performed in an elementary manner when higher orders are included further. Meanwhile the ordinary perturbative treatment, considering the Gaussian part the kernel and expanding the exponential of higher parts than the third order, can always be ensured.
As for the local potential approximation its efficacy is still open. In order to go beyond the local potential approximation, we must perform the functional integration of S, T , and U, instead of the ordinary integration like (3.18). For example, an O(α(Λ)) quantity after integrating with respect to the gauge fields would be
The local potential approximation is to expand Π(p 2 ) in terms of p 2 and keep the lowest. Since the change of variables, Eq. (3.14), gives F µν (p)F µν (−p) = S(p)S(−p) + T (p)T (−p) + U(p)U(−p), the leading correction to the local potential approximation is
Therefore we must calculate the effective potential with the help of the Feynman graphs using the propagators of S, T , and U. Our result indicates that chiral symmetry is always broken for any α(Λ) and G as is seen from Figs. 1 and 2. This seems to be different from previous results [5, 6, 7, 9] which claim that there is a nonzero G c if α(Λ) < π/3. It is, however, too early to conclude, since our present work is restricted only to the tree level of auxiliary fields and thus no higher orders of G are included. As is seen from the Figs. 1 and 2 , the small negative correction, linear in G, to dynamical mass could easily swallow the broken region. From a recent study [17] , the one-loop inclusion of the auxiliary fields is promising. Thus a further study must be necessary for a definite conclusion.
In QED the functional integral in terms of the field strength can be constructed, since the configuration space of the gauge potential as well as the field strength is trivial enough for the gauge to be completely fixed. It is challenging to generalize Eq. (2.33) to QCD where an obstacle for gauge fixing, the Gribov ambiguity [18] , exists. In order to examine the dynamics of chiral symmetry breaking and color confinement in QCD, this must be done and the choice of convenient variables describing the low energy phenomena [19] must be necessary.
These directions of study are in progress.
